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The Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Fund was established specifically as
part of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between MICA and SEIU Local 500. This
fund is designed to support opportunities that advance the teaching practices, artistic
practices, and scholarship of the adjunct faculty within the college. This round of
Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Fund received 24 applications, 7 of which
were awarded funding.

Ara Koh
Ceramics
Transported

Ara Koh awarded funds to stage Transported–a sculptural, unfired, and impermanent
clay installation that challenges the notion of utilitarian use of fired ceramics. Made of
1,000 pounds of reclaimed clay shaped in a cube, the piece echoes the boxy shape of
Hamiltonian Arts’ H Street gallery space. The installation questions both the physicality
and ephemerality of clay– how the parental material of organic earth impacts the
architecture and humans. The audience will witness a surreal scene of the natural
landscape transported inside architecture and sympathize with what will be broken
down. The piece will live for the ephemerality and the experience will be beyond what
is seen. The installation will be a revisit to the perspective on ceramic art. This project
was awarded $1,000.00.

Suzy Kopf
Drawing | General Fine Arts
Pushing Image Into Form: Expanding Dimension with Letha Wilson at Anderson Ranch

Suzy Kopf will be using funding in combination with a tuition scholarship to attend a
5-day workshop at Anderson Ranch in Snowmass, CO taught by artist-educator Letha
Wilson. Anderson Ranch’s studio facilities include a UV printer and a fully-outfitted
digital fabrication lab which will be critical in developing the next stage of her
water-media-based painting practice–combining traditional and new media. This
project was awarded $1,000.00.



Sam Lacombe
First Year Experience (FYE ) | Illustration | Painting
VCCA Residency-Summer 2022

This grant will support Sam Lacombe’s residency at the Virginia Center for the Creative
Arts (VCCA) for two weeks. The residency will provide studio space and
accommodations, allowing uninterrupted time to develop new work for an ongoing
series of small gouache paintings. This project was awarded $637.50.

Ayden LeRoux
Interactive Arts
Notes on Breathlessness

For four years, Ayden LeRoux has been working on a collection of essays–NOTES ON
BREATHLESSNESS–which explores illness, sexuality, and embodiment. The essay
collection tells the story of being a queer woman raised by a queer mother, having
asthma during the pandemic, and discovery of having a genetic mutation that puts her
at such high risk for breast and ovarian cancer that she must remove her breasts and
ovaries. These legacies act as an inflection point to reckon with the expectations of
normative gender, sexuality, and family for female artists. This book explores how we
are susceptible to and interdependent upon others–how the boundaries of our skin, of
relationships, of nations, and of intellectual influence are not so clear as we think they
are. This project was awarded $975.00.

Giulia Piera Livi
First Year Experience (FYE) | General Fine Arts
Twist/Push

Giulia Piera Livi will put awarded funds towards a new body of artwork that
encapsulates the role of Fine Art in the middle-class home throughout American
history. This body of work entitled Twist/Push will be based on research on material
consumer culture, immigration, private collections, and modern design history. Through
records housed in MICA's Decker Library, she will work to further understand domestic
design and its relationship to fine art and color theory. This project was awarded
$637.50.



Ada Pinkston
First Year Experience (FYE)
The Empty Pedestals

Ada Pinkston requested to complete the first draft of The Empty Pedestals. The Empty
Pedestals is an experimental film based on footage collected of public performances
over the past three years at sites where contested monuments still stand, or sites
where contested monuments no longer exist. Through this work, they use digital media
to take the audience on a journey of the social and psychological architectures that
exist in public space. To do the first draft of this editing, Pinkston was invited to attend
an artist residency called Black [Space] Residency in San Francisco, California. The
residency is a process-oriented space that is about providing Black artists with space
and time to develop new ideas. This project was awarded $1,000.00.

Kathryn A Sowinski
Teaching (MAT)
Using Research to Improve Art Education Practices

Art educators build upon principles from research to develop sound teaching practices.
As the edTPA (educative Teaching Performance Assessment) Coordinator at MICA
since 2015, Kathryn A Sowinski has been guiding preservice teachers in using research
to inform their teaching. She has received funding to participate in Research Readings
in Art Education, a graduate course at Northern Illinois University. Sowinski will use
knowledge from the course to help MICA preservice teachers use research to justify
instructional choices, develop teaching philosophies, and use the edTPA for personal
and professional growth. Using criteria from the course, she will finalize a manuscript
about an art-based research study at MICA for submission to a publication. This
project was awarded $1,000.00.


